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Fakemon fairy dragon

Now, first of all, sorry for the bombardment of Fakemon, but I enjoy designing them and still appreciate the criticism. I have to admit that this one was rushed, but I'm just doing it for fun, not just for the contest, but also because we want a bad dragon/fairy type! Not to mention the kind of fairy who is more feminine than a
girl. Diva Dragon PokemonDivaco (Diva + Draco)Type: Fairy/Dragon: Cute Charm or Moxie, Marvel Scale (Hidden Ability)Height: Group 3'2 ftEgg: DragonEvolves To: Tyraina at Level 43 Movement: Dragon Claw, Cringe, Wind Fairy, Taunt, Bite, Fang Elements Move. Gender Ratio: Male 25%, 75% Female Statistics:
317HP: 70Attack: 56Defence: 60Sp.Attack: 50Sp.Defence: 60Speed: 22Pokedex Item: Well known for its pride and selfish nature, Divaco collects precious gold and jewelry out of insatiable and astonishing greed. The Terror Dragon PokemonTyraina (Tyrant + Drakaina)Type: Dragon/Fairy: Cute Charm or Moxie,
Marvelous Size (Hidden Ability), Height: Group 9'5ft tallEgg: Dragon Moves: Crunch, Rough Play, Moonblast, Draco Meteor, Calming Mind, Physical, Flamethrower and FocusGenEr Blaster Blaster Female Statistics: 529HP: 73Attack: 75Defence: 110Sp.Attack: 120Sp.Defence: 100Speed: 51Pokedex Item: In ancient
times, this Pokémon would terrorize the kingdom and collect valuables as a symbol of power. They are often very cunning and make their nests in abandoned mountains or castles, using their treasures to lure unsuspecting prey: trainers and stray explorers remain fair game with their trickery. Sometimes they are called
tyrant dragons for their cruelty against dragon type friends and use weaker ones to collect more treasures for it. Gold plating on Tyraina and Divaco is in fact gold welded onto their scales. Now make sure Tyraina is not the most pleasant of the fairy type, but that is the point at which they are based on the legend of the
collecting dragon, hold and in the villa fairy tale that manages her fellow humanbeings. I wanted to explore the concept of a fairy that is not cute, while also having a feminine dragon type. The glossy versions are blue and black instead of gold, because they have gathered more valuable ornaments such as Blue
Diamonds and Tanzanites, so the shiny Tyraina is just tyrania, where the collection of more precious gems, Divaco can be found in castles such as space or other medieval structures, but outside the structures that humans do can be found in caves and mountainsides. While tyraina lines tend to be female, they can also
be male, so both are still evil and Like everyone else, no matter all genders, or at the very least, Tyraina is cruel and self-absorbed Dragons.I appreciate any criticism, especially in the new background I tried if you want to use the Tyraina line, please ask me first, I do not mind, but I prefer to know in advance. In: Type,
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and Startian (Universe/Iron)Brocoleek and Bluhccoli (Grass/Dark)Fishoal and Longgrate (Water)Hokus, Pocus and Sallabim (Magic)Skurbuoy and Nautraskul (Water/Ghost)Smokroach and Kemroik (Bug) Kobriest and Farook (Poison/Ground), Grass, Arbolimp and Bamboon (Grass/Battle), Makoy, Tigerism and
Carcharake (ground),Animaus, Katoon and Karikanian (dark). Its speed is the only exception, since it is able to outspeed a lot of faster Pokémon out there, such as Greninja or Talonflame, the idea is to carry on its movement, which for whatever reason it can learn TMs, HMs and Move Tutor all have characteristics
performed by Mew, Andresa and Serivain only (at first I would have each form with a specific moving set, but I think that would be limited. For level-up movement, it is quite a standard dragon level set. Nothing special, so you have to rely on TMS and Move Tutor to move if you want real variety, then we'll go to the main
features of Elundra: it's a unique E-Drive capability and a unique attack elemental explosion! Start with this moving elemental explosion (??? - type, special-based, 150 power, 100-accuracy, 10pp). For example, assuming you use an elemental bomb on Garchomp, the biggest weakness is ice, since both the ground and
the dragon are susceptible to ice, so the damage handled by the elemental bomb is considered to damage the ice type. After launching Elemental Blast, E-Drive's ability to kick in, E-Drive allows Elundra to change its type and style depending on the type of elemental explosion. Back to the Garchomp example, as
Elemental Blast became an ice type movement, E-Drive changed the type of Elundra to ice/dragon and changed it to ice format. Furpin (normal) and Altrupine (normal/combat), Lupred (normal) and Lupoon (normal/dark) Boxevil (dark)-ability: night - BOXEVIL changes to his release pattern during the night or inside at
such a dark. And Tookirol (Dark /Fair)Succumbra (Dark/Angel), Inference (Dark/Fire)(Dragon/Dark)Bugpag and Carchirin (Bug) Sorblob (Ice) and Glasorbet (Ice /Water), Leapest (Bug) and Knockust (Bug/Fight)Voltery (Electric) (Noise)Obscure (Psychic) and Dramsama (Psychic/Ghost)Omeball --lvl29 (hold pokeball of all
kinds)--&gt; Giantable. The aspect of Giantable is shifting depending on the pokeball that holds while it's developing. Sheedark and Noctovis (Dark)Bewiihat (Ghost) Ketseh (Ground) and Sektsess (Ground /Fairies)Cumlours (Fairy)Gnomud and Soilnome (Ground / Fairy)Scripriel (Psychic/Light)) and Crustai (Ground
/Water)Mirrewel and Spookirror (Ghost/Psychic), Plague and Alchemy (Poison/Angel)Pinapa and Festillama (Normal / Fairy)(Fire)(Ground) and (Ground/Poison) i.imgur.com/DlwOwJ...Page 2i.imgur.com/DlwOwJ... 2i.imgur.com/DlwOwJ...
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